Investor warning for misleading mention of Hellenic Asset Management (AEDOEE) data

Athens, 28 June 2024

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission informs the investing public that it has become aware of cases of foreign, unauthorized persons and online platforms or websites in which there is a false reference to representation or other type of association with the company "HELLENIC AEDOEE", with the distinctive title "Hellenic Asset Management", supervised by the Hellenic Capital Market Commission.

As stated by "HELLENIC AEDOEE", the Company operates only within Greece, does not offer investment services to the general public abroad, has not entered into any cooperation agreements, nor has it authorized third parties to act on its behalf, outside its official channels and has no involvement whatsoever with the following foreign entities or websites:

https://cfd.investfundhellenic.com/

https://cfd.stockmarkethb.com

https://platform21.cc/

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission calls the attention of investors to the assessment of companies (with which they intend to cooperate or are cooperating) regarding their licensing and supervisory regime. In particular, they should validate the existence of the license of such companies on the website of Hellenic Capital Market Commission or the equivalent supervisory authorities of other EU Member States.